Abstract Automatic registration of multimodal images has proven to be a difficult task. Most existing techniques have difficulty dealing with situations involving highly non-homogeneous image contrast and a small initial overlapping region between the images. This paper presents a robust multi-resolution method for registering multimodal images using local phase-coherence representations. The proposed method finds the transformation that minimizes the error residual between the local phase-coherence representations of the two multimodal images. The error residual can be minimized using a combination of efficient globally exhaustive optimization techniques and subpixel-level local optimization techniques to further improve robustness in situations with small initial overlap. The proposed method has been tested on various medical images acquired using different modalities and evaluated based on its registration accuracy. The results show that the proposed method is capable of achieving better accuracy than existing multimodal registration techniques when handling situations where image non-homogeneity and small overlapping regions exist.
Introduction
Image registration refers to the process of aligning images acquired of the same scene under different intrinsic or extrinsic conditions. Of particular interest is the registration of images acquired using different modalities such as magnetic resonance (MR), computed tomography (CT), and positron emission tomography (PET). This process is known as multimodal registration. The registered images can be used for improved data analysis in applications such as disease diagnostics and computer-assisted surgery. In the past, the task of multimodal registration was performed manually by placing markers on the human body during the image acquisition process and then finding the geometric transformation that brings the markers into alignment. This approach to multimodal registration is very laborious and time consuming. As such, methods for registering images acquired using different modalities in an automated fashion is highly desired.
There are many important issues that make automated multimodal registration a very challenging problem to solve. First, images being acquired using different modalities (i.e., MR and CT) are captured using different imaging devices at different times. As such, the images acquired using different modalities often contain different geometric distortions that make it difficult to compare image content. Second, images acquired using different modalities are mapped to different intensity values. This makes it difficult to compare images based on their intensity values since the same content within the images may be represented by different intensity values. The problem is further complicated by the fact that various intrinsic (for MRI, static field and RF non-homogeneity [1, 2] ) and extrinsic (patient motion) sensing conditions can lead to image non-homogeneity. Such image non-homogeneities result in the same content within a single image to be represented by different intensity values. Finally, the disparity between the intensity values of multimodal images can lead to coincidental local intensity matches between non-corresponding content. These matches can result in local minima along the convergence plane that make it difficult for local optimization schemes such as conjugate gradient, Nelder-Mead simplex [3] , and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods to converge to the correct solution, particularly when the initial overlap is small and the distance traveled during the optimization process is large. The goal of the proposed method is to address all of the these issues to deliver robust registration of multimodal images.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel approach to the task of automated registration of multimodal images. The proposed method constructs local phase-coherence representations of the images that are then aligned automatically in a coarse manner using efficient globally exhaustive optimization techniques. The resulting alignment is then refined on a sub-pixel level using a multi-resolution local optimization approach. The paper is organized as follows. Previous work in multimodal registration for medical images is described in Section 2. The proposed multimodal registration method is described in detail in Section 3. The testing methods and test data are described in Section 4. The experimental results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is discussed in Section 6.
Previous Work
One of the most widely-used groups of multimodal registration methods is mutual information (MI) and its entropy-based alternatives [4] [5] [6] [7] . Such techniques are very powerful and considered to be state-of-theart. An extensive survey of MI-based methods can be found in [8] . The main advantage of MI is that it allows for the direct intensity-based comparison of multimodal images, making no underlying assumptions regarding the intensity relationships between the images under evaluation. However, since the intensity relationship between the images is relatively unconstrained by MI, this cost function can be highly non-monotonic with many local maxima. Some causes that can lead to high non-monotonicity include sampling (i.e., number of histogram bins and image resolution) and interpolation effects. Since local optimization schemes are dependent on the monotonicity of the underlying cost function, such schemes can often get trapped in local maxima. This is particularly problematic in situations with small initial overlaps, where the optimization scheme must travel a long distance to the correct solution. This need for careful initialization of the system to achieve proper registration is one of the drawbacks to the use of MI.
A related approach was proposed by Mellor et al. [9] , which utilizes local monogenic phase [10] directly as the basis for MI. The claim of the authors is that the use of local monogenic phase reduces the effects of signal nonhomogeneity and therefore improves the performance of MI. However, there are several major drawbacks to this approach. While local monogenic phase provides structural information regarding the image, it provides no indication on the significance of these characteristics. This makes it sensitive to image artifacts and background degradation. It does not account for image noise and so is highly susceptible to misalignment due to noise. Finally, since local phase does not provide features that are directly comparable between images acquired using different modalities, it is highly reliant on MI to establish feature correspondences and thus shares all of the problems faced by other MI techniques. It is very important to make the distinction that the proposed method is based on local phase-coherence characteristics, which are features derived from local phase and thus does use local phase directly during the registration process. Therefore, it is not as affected by the same problems faced by local phase and Mellor's method. These issues will be demonstrated later in the paper to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed method over Mellor's method.
A popular alternative to entropy-based methods are feature-based methods that utilize intensity gradients [11] [12] [13] . These methods attempt to capture structural information based on spatial variations in image intensity. There are several advantages to this approach. First, the cost functions for such methods are more constrained and generally monotonic in nature. In fact, it is common to employ monomodal cost functions to compare intensity gradient information. Local optimization schemes for monomodal cost functions are less likely to get trapped in local minima. Furthermore, methods exist to decouple the motion parameters and allow for efficient exhaustive evaluation of some cost functions [13] . The main problem with these methods (particularly those based on gradient magnitude) is that they are highly sensitive to image non-homogeneity. Methods based on gradient fields [11, 12] are less sensitive to image non-homogeneity (though they can still be greatly affected), but are highly sensitive to noise. Furthermore, gradient field methods treat all content equally and are therefore highly sensitive to struc-tural disparities caused by insignificant structures. Related approaches were proposed by Liu et al. and Hemmendorff et al., which are based on local phase gradients [14, 15] . There are several major drawbacks to these approaches. These methods do not make use of local frequency information from multiple scales or orientations. Also, the computation of local phase gradients is dependent on maximum local magnitude, making it sensitive to image non-homogeneity. Finally, it does not account for image noise.
We recently proposed the use of local phasecoherence (described later) as a possible cost function for multimodal registration [16] . However, issues regarding image contrast non-homogeneity and nonrigid transformations were not addressed in our earlier work. Our earlier work also did not provide registration performance at a sub-pixel level as our new method does. Furthermore, the monotonicity of the local phase-coherence cost function was not analyzed or compared to other popular multimodal registration techniques used for medical images. In particular, we demonstrate in this paper that an extension of our earlier work greatly improves its monotonicity, making it much more suitable for optimization than MI based techniques. We report on a set of experiments that demonstrate the capabilities of our new method.
Proposed Method
The proposed method is a multi-stage technique that utilizes various concepts to address the issues associated with multimodal registration of medical images. First, a local phase-coherence representation is extracted for each of the images under evaluation. The local phase-coherence representations can then be used to align the images on a pixel level using an efficient globally exhaustive registration algorithm. Finally, the alignment of the images can then be refined on a sub-pixel level using a local optimization algorithm.
Image Representation Using Local
Phase-Coherence
Images acquired using different modalities have different intensity mappings for the same content, making them difficult to compare in a direct manner. One possible solution to this problem is to construct representations of the multimodal images that allow for comparison independent of the underlying image intensity. A common approach to an intensity-independent representation of the images is based on its structural characteristics. Two images obtained of the same scene using different modalities can have significantly different intensity characteristics but should have very similar structural characteristics. Therefore, the structural characteristics of the disparate images can be compared in a direct fashion. While previous attempts have been made to develop structural representations using gradient fields, these methods are sensitive to image non-homogeneity and can lead to incorrect alignments. Therefore, a structural representation that is relatively independent of image non-homogeneity is desired. In recent years, algorithms such as that proposed by Mellor et al. [9] have used local phase directly as the representation basis for comparison. The key advantage to the use of local phase representations over other representations is the fact that it is largely independent of intensity. Thus, it is highly robust to the presence of signal non-homogeneities. Despite this very important advantage, there are a number of issues associated with using local phase directly in multimodal registration. First, the local phase representations used in current techniques are based on a single scale. Important local frequency information from other scales are not truly utilized. Secondly, these local phase representations provide no information on structural significance, thus placing no importance on significant structural characteristics. The local phase representations used in current methods do not account for image noise. Finally, local phase representations cannot be compared directly using simple cost functions such as sum of squared distances and must rely on more complex techniques such as MI. Given these issues, we propose an alternative approach to local phase representations by extracting features based on local phase-coherence instead of local phase. This alternative representation is able to alleviate most of the problems associated with the use of local phase in a direct manner.
The approach used in the proposed method for constructing a structural representation of the images is to use local phase relationships to identify structurally significant characteristics within an image. Local phase-coherence was recently proposed as an effective method for determining structural significance in an image [17] [18] [19] . This approach to measuring structural significance is based on the theory that the local phasecoherence peaks at locations of high perceptual significance [17] . More importantly, these points of high perceptual significance coincide with points of high structural significance within an image. Furthermore, since only phase information is used, local phasecoherence is largely independent of intensity. These properties make local phase-coherence an effective method for creating a structural representation of the images that can be evaluated in a direct fashion.
The proposed method measures local phasecoherence based on the method proposed by Kovesi [18] . Localized frequency information is obtained using complex-valued wavelets (i.e. Gabor wavelets and Dual-tree complex wavelets [20] ) across multiple scales and orientations. The local phase-coherence at point x and orientation θ is computed as follows:
where W represents the frequency spread weighting factor, A n and φ n represent the amplitude and phase at wavelet scale n respectively,φ represents the weighted mean phase, T represents the noise threshold and ε is a small constant used to avoid division by zero. The values of T, ε, and n used in the proposed method are 2.0, 0.01, and 4 respectively. If all the complex-valued wavelet components are in phase, the phase deviation terms ( ) go to zero and the phase-coherence goes to approximately one (if the amplitudes of the wavelet components are non-zero).
It is helpful to visualize the concept of phasecoherence graphically, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Suppose that the complex-valued wavelet components at a particular point are plotted on a polar plot in the form of a vector sum. When the wavelet components are maximally in phase, the magnitude of the vector sum is equal to the sum of the individual amplitudes and the local phase-coherence goes to one. When the wavelet components are maximally out of phase, the local phase-coherence goes to zero.
To account for variations of local phase-coherence due to orientation, the structural significance of a point in the image can be computed as the maximum moment of phase-coherence μ(x) given by:
where P(x, θ) is the local phase-coherence at orientation θ. A high value of μ represents high structural significance within the image. An issue with using maximum moments of phasecoherence directly as a structural representation is that it provides a narrow capture range, making it difficult for local optimization on a sub-pixel basis. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to propagate the influence of high moment points to nearby low moment points. In doing so, the value associated with each point would implicitly represent its spatial relationship to structurally significant image characteristics. This creates a wider capture range for local optimization on a sub-pixel basis. The proposed method uses nonlinear anisotropic diffusion [21] to propagate the influence of high moment points to neighboring low moment points to create the final structural relationship representation used in the proposed cost function. This propagation process can be expressed as follows:
where t represents the iteration step, κ is the diffusion constant, and ∇ M(x, y, t) is the moment gradient in the (x, y) direction. For the proposed method, the values t and κ are set to 5 and 20 respectively based on testing. This effectively propagates the influence of structures over a larger spatial area to create a wider capture range. This representation (as represented by M) will be referred to as the Local Phase-Coherence Relationship (LPCR) representation. There are several benefits to using an LPCR representation for image registration. Like the local phase representation used in current methods such as that proposed by Mellor et al., the LPCR representation is robust to the effects of image non-homogeneity. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the LPCR representation remains consistent despite high image non-homogeneity while the intensity gradient representation is significantly degraded. The robustness of LPCR to image non-homogeneity will be further demonstrated in the experimental results.
The key benefit of the LPCR representation over the local phase representation used in current methods is that LPCR representations can be compared in a direct manner while local phase representations rely on techniques such as MI to determine feature correspondence relationships. The LPCR representation allows for a more constrained cost function than mutual-information based cost functions and therefore is less prone to being trapped in local optima. This key benefit can be demonstrated using the example shown in Fig. 3 , which illustrates that the local phase representations are very different and cannot be compared in a direct manner. It can also clearly be seen that the LPCR representations of the two images are very similar and can be evaluated in a direction manner. Figure 4 shows the cost function cross sections of the proposed LPCR cost function and the neuromagnetic imaging (NMI) cost function [6] using local phase representations as proposed by Mellor et al. [9] . The cost function of NMI using local phase representation contains many local minima, while the proposed LPCR cost function remains largely smooth. Thus, the method proposed by Mellor et al. requires careful pre-alignment to achieve reasonable registration performance. The proposed method, on the other hand, does not require this type of preprocessing to achieve good results. The benefits of the proposed method will be further demonstrated in the experimental results.
Coarse-grained Globally Exhaustive Registration
Given the proposed LPCR representation, the transformation T that aligns two multimodal images f and g can be estimated using the simple optimization formulation where M f and M g are the LPCR representations of images f and g respectively. Therefore, the correct alignment of multimodal images should be achieved when the error residual is minimized between the LPCR representations. In the current implementation of the proposed method, the sum of squared distances metric 
One major advantage to the above formulation is that there are known globally exhaustive optimization schemes that can solve the globally optimal solution of this problem on a pixel level in a very efficient manner for rigid transformations [11, 13, 16, 22] . These global optimization schemes can be used to provide a good initial transformation estimate without worrying about local minima. This is particularly important for situations characterized by small initial overlaps, where the distance between the initial position and correct alignment is large. A high performance globally exhaustive registration algorithm is used in the current implementation of the proposed algorithm based on that described in [16, 22] . In this approach, the sum of squared distances metric is reformulated and reduced as a series of Fourier transforms, which can be greatly accelerated through the use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms: where δ represents the translation,f = f (−x), F and F −1 represent the forward and inverse FFTs respectively, and T θ represents a rotational transformation by angle θ. For the sake of brevity, we refer to [22] and [16] for the full derivation of the aforementioned cost evaluation using FFT. By solving the problem in this manner, the computational complexity of having to evaluate this cost function is reduced from O(N 4 ) (if solved in a direct manner) to O(N 2 log N) for the case where the images are N × N in size. For example, based on timing results reported in [22] , the speedup factor for globally exhaustive evaluation of translations for images of size 512 × 512 is approximately 60×. The optimal cost can then be evaluated for a number of different rotation angles. Finally, the rotation angle can be fine-tuned using an extension of the FFT method [23] .
Fine-Grained Sub-pixel Registration
After an initial estimate is found using a global optimization scheme based on a rigid transformation model, a local optimization scheme can then be used in conjunction with robust estimation methods to perform fine-grained transformation estimation at the sub-pixel level. In the current implementation of the proposed method, the local optimization scheme used is based on SQP. An overview of SQP can be found in [24] . In the proposed method, the parameters of the transformation model between the images being registered is estimated in an iterative manner using SQP. The images are transformed based on the estimated parameters and the LPCR cost function is evaluated. The parameters of the transformation model are then reestimated iteratively until convergence is reached to determine the optimal registration. The parameters of the transformation model are estimated using floatingpoint values, thus allowing the proposed method to achieve sub-pixel accuracy. By using a non-rigid transformation model, the optimal registration between two images can be non-rigid in nature. To improve convergence and reduce the likelihood of being trapped in local optima, a multi-resolution approach involving three different scales (s = , 1) was used. Also, an affine transformation model was used. However, more complex transformation models may be integrated into the proposed method.
Testing Methods
The proposed method was tested under three different test scenarios. Each test data-set was synthetically distorted using randomized affine transformations on a sub-pixel level that resulted in small initial overlap. Since the data-sets were originally aligned, the ground-truth transformation parameters are known. The LPCR method and NMI were then used to estimate the transformation that re-aligns the data-sets. To evaluate the registration accuracy of the methods, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the displacement of 20 ground-truth control point pairs was computed. The same optimization method used to implement the proposed method was used to implement the NMI method, where the local optimization of the cost functions were achieved using SQP within the a multi-resolution framework (s = , 1). NMI was implemented using smoothed histograms computed with 256 intensity bins, as described in [14] .
Experimental Results
The cost function cross-sections for Test 1 are illustrated in Fig. 5 . There is a significant offset between the global minimum of the gradient-based cost function and the ground-truth alignment of the T1-T2 MR images. This is not the case for LPCR and NMI, where the global minimum coincides with the ground-truth alignment of the images. These results demonstrate the The cost cross-sections for the NMI and the proposed LPCR cost functions for Test 2 are illustrated in Fig. 6 . While both cost functions point to the correct global solution, there is substantial undulation in the NMI cost function. This is not the case for the LPCR method, where the cost function remains smooth. These results demonstrate the monotonicity of the proposed method compared to NMI.
The registration accuracy results for 10 random trials of each test data-set for Test 3 are shown in Table 1 . The proposed method yielded lower RMSE than NMI for all of the test sets. Representative examples of T1-T2 registration, T1-PET registration, and CT-PD registration achieved using the proposed method are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 respectively. These results demonstrate the ease by which a local optimization algorithm can converge to the correct global solution using the LPCR-based cost function.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced a robust approach to the problem of registering multimodal images with high image contrast non-homogeneity and small initial overlap. Experimental results show that improved registration accuracy can be achieved when compared to existing methods. The proposed cost function exhibits improved monotonicity compared to NMI, suggesting why the entropy-based cost functions tend to converge to the wrong solution.
Future work includes an extensive investigation of different robust estimators as well as Monte-Carlo approaches to improve robustness of the proposed framework. Furthermore, we would like to test the proposed method on an even wider range of imaging modalities such as ultrasound images as well as additional data sets with low signal-to-noise ratios. We also plan to study how our method behaves in the presence of severe noise.
